High Level Group on Modernisation of Official Statistics (HLG-MOS)
• **Generic Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM)**

• **Generic Statistical Information Model (GSIM)**

• **Common Statistical Production Architecture (CSPA)**

• **Generic Activity Model for Statistical Organizations (GAMSO)**

• **Common Statistical Data Architecture (CSDA)**

• **Generic Statistical Data Editing Model (GSDEM)**
• **Generic Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM)**
• **Generic Statistical Information Model (GSIM)**
• **Common Statistical Production Architecture (CSPA)**
• **Generic Activity Model for Statistical Organizations (GAMSO)**
• **Common Statistical Data Architecture (CSDA)**
• **Generic Statistical Data Editing Model (GSDEM)**
ModernStats Clinic (Day 1-2)

• Post questions about the models (but not for questions for presentation)

• Visit https://www.slido.com type #6158 789

• Open until Day 2

Soapbox Session (Day 2)

• Quick (3-5 min) speech or presentation (e.g., upcoming conference, international collaboration, initiative in your organisation)

• Let UNECE know if you are interested!